1
00:18 to: Clarissa (Australia)

hello! hi! hola! salam!
00:19 to: Dan Johnson NZ

hi rob!
00:20 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

you welcome, Rob
00:23 to: petraschwab

hi rob
00:54 to: Robert Pereira

Hi Petra
01:07 to: Robert Pereira

Hola!
01:24 to: Ailsa

Welcome everyone to this presentation
01:40 to: Dan Johnson NZ

hola senors y senoritas!
01:41 to: Robert Pereira

Bonjour! Salamat datang! Wie geht's? Buongiorno
01:54 to: Ailsa

Hi Anne-Le- fabulous presentation thank you
01:55 to: Brock Cook

@keeper85 is my twitter if anyone....cares..lol
02:01 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

lol
02:03 to: Matthew Molineux 1

hi everyone
02:08 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

hi Matthew
02:13 to: Ailsa

hi Matthew and welcome
02:13 to: Robert Pereira

Hi Matthew
02:16 to: petraschwab
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hi matthew
02:21 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Hi MM!
02:27 to: Anne-Le

Hi there all of you
02:31 to: Matthew Molineux 1

breaka leg rob (in a purely theatrical sense of coruse)
02:32 to: Carol Ross Cumbria UK

Hi everyone. @Trio33 is my Twitter ID
02:34 to: Ellen Nicholson

Hi Matthew #1. Are there others? :)
02:55 to: Robert Pereira

Yes it was Merrolee!
02:55 to: Matthew Molineux 1

there are actually Lady Dr N
03:03 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

My twitter name is included in my sign in
03:05 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

I think theres Matthew #1 and Matthew the Antichrist... :P
03:09 to: Ellen Nicholson

:)
03:09 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

lol!
03:16 to: Matthew Molineux 1

ha ha Clarissa
03:18 to: Robert Pereira

Many many interests!
03:34 to: Ailsa

hi Helen and welcome
03:40 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

next year I will start my "OT autism world domination"... hehe
04:21 to: Anita Hamilton

can you turn up your voume a bit
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04:22 to: Brock Cook

Yay Charles is here :)
04:22 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

hi Charles
04:22 to: Ailsa

Hi Charles!!
04:28 to: Emma Welsby

volume....?
04:30 to: Matthew Molineux 1

Hi Chuck
04:31 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

turn the volume up a bit
04:32 to: Merrolee Penman

Welcome Charles.. great to see you here..
04:46 to: Merrolee Penman

try turning up your audio first.....
04:59 to: Ellen Nicholson

Beautiful.
05:48 to: Merrolee Penman

Hi everyone.. if you are finding Rob a little quiet - try turning up your speakers first.
If this doesn't help, then let me know and I'll interrupt Rob and get him to turn his
mike up..
06:01 to: Charles Christiansen 3

nice to be here!
06:02 to: Emma Welsby

not working
06:05 to: Emma Welsby

on full
06:07 to: Ellen Nicholson

Sounds great to me.
06:18 to: Matthew Molineux 1

sounds fine here
06:19 to: Brock Cook
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sounds perfect to me
06:26 to: petraschwab

perfect sound
06:30 to: Merrolee Penman

Emma - try your audio check... remember go to Tools, audio and then audio setup
wizard..
06:33 to: Anita Hamilton

Emma you need to do audiosetup wizard
06:33 to: Ailsa

Anita is responding
06:38 to: Anita Hamilton

in tools
06:40 to: Emma Welsby

ok
06:41 to: Dan Johnson NZ

ok volume
06:44 to: Anita Hamilton

thanks Merrolee
06:49 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

now is acceptable
07:19 to: Clarissa (Australia)

oooooo I like it already :) te he he
07:46 to: Helen Walker

Hi Anita - I'm Sarah Bodell
07:49 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

second that Clarissa from Australia
08:06 to: Helen Walker

Sarah Bodell's friend (the UK modulator!), finally managed to join you all :-)
08:25 to: Anita Hamilton

HI Helen :)
08:46 to: Ailsa

Hi Catpet welcome again
09:37 to: CatPet
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Hello
10:06 to: Ailsa

:) hope you are enjoying the presentations today?
10:30 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Occupational Science position paper of interest:
http://ahsri.uow.edu.au/content/groups/public/@web/@chsd/@aosc/documents/doc/
uow094068.pdf
10:50 to: Brock Cook

Go Charles!
10:51 to: Merrolee Penman

Clarissa - also WFOT have a position paper on occupational science
10:57 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Go Charles!
11:03 to: CatPet

Yes, I am.
11:09 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Oh, good point!
11:21 to: Ailsa

hi Hayley welcome to this presentation
11:29 to: Merrolee Penman

www.wfot.org.au - go to the resources page..
11:56 to: hayley

Thanks :)
12:08 to: Merrolee Penman

go Charles!!!
12:19 to: Merrolee Penman

presenter from last year with Kathleen Matuska
13:48 to: Ailsa

Hi Linda good to have you join us
13:55 to: Merrolee Penman

HI Linda.. the presentation is in English - Rob is just reading it in Spanish as well
13:56 to: Brock Cook

yep....def found my new fav accent
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14:00 to: Clarissa (Australia)

It's interesting to review all 5 and think which one's you trade for others. . .the
balance within the balancing act!
14:04 to: Merrolee Penman

LOL!
14:16 to: Brock Cook

agree Clarissa
14:26 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

haha! If I present next year... maybe I should inpersonate someone with a HEAVY
Chinese accent... lol!
14:35 to: Linda

cheers ailsa
14:46 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Brock, you'll be pleased to know my guinea pig is learning all about balance with me
lazing on the couch :)
14:53 to: Ailsa

@ Linda ;)
14:59 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

awwww :D piggies ^.^
15:01 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

nice Clarissa from down under. ;)
15:05 to: Brock Cook

lol very nice...ill show him off later ;)
15:16 to: Charles Christiansen 3

nice review!
15:17 to: Linda

my collie is not impressed @ clarissa
16:11 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

the only warm fluffy thing lazing on my couch is me. in a onesie. no pets :(
16:45 to: Anita Hamilton

That's very hight praise coming from you Charles, I'm sure Rob will be chuffed!!
16:53 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

don't worry... got no pets in my place either in the US, Clarissa (UK)
17:06 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT
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kois in the pond in the backyard don't count
17:37 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

:D @ Anita/Chuck
18:15 to: Clarissa (Australia)

So justice is means, balance is end?
18:29 to: Merrolee Penman

bit os
18:37 to: Merrolee Penman

sorry.. isn't balance a western concept?
18:53 to: Charles Christiansen 3

these are good questions!
19:09 to: Emma Welsby

can we get the slides anywhere afterwards?
19:11 to: Linda

balance not present in AU?
19:26 to: Merrolee Penman

Emma - the sessions are recorded, the links are made availalbe in the next few
days.
19:34 to: Anne-Le

I find balance is an universal concept, but with different ways of seeking balance
19:41 to: Brock Cook

you'll have to ask Rob, after his pres Emma :)
19:43 to: Linda

(Y)
19:45 to: Emma Welsby

ok
19:47 to: Merrolee Penman

you can access the recordings and play it through afterwards to make notes..
19:49 to: Merrolee Penman

perhaps..
19:57 to: Charles Christiansen 3

...and opportunities...
20:12 to: Merrolee Penman
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Does every cultural group have a notion of balance re relation to occupations - I'm
not sure..
20:12 to: Emma Welsby

yes, where do we access the recordings?
20:21 to: Brock Cook

on the ot4ot side
20:22 to: Brock Cook

*site
20:27 to: Merrolee Penman

Same site as the schedule.. the link will change from this
20:29 to: Emma Welsby

thanks
20:32 to: Merrolee Penman

these rooms to the recordings.
20:38 to: Ros

Good question Merrolee
20:49 to: Charles Christiansen 3

hi Brock!
21:17 to: Merrolee Penman

back to notion of balance for cultures... is there a notion of balance in occupations or balance with the land?
21:29 to: Merrolee Penman

thinking lf Lyndon's welcome today..
21:38 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

I agree with Anne Le there... I think different cultures value balance differently
22:08 to: Brock Cook

Hi Charles! hows the weather over your way?
22:21 to: Merrolee Penman

Maori would agree with you there Rob.. or would have!
22:34 to: Charles Christiansen 3

great Brock- no storm here
22:37 to: Linda

true - altho it is very individual with so much immigration you cant limit to land???
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22:41 to: Brock Cook

ahh good to hear :)
22:50 to: Anne-Le

I find the balance that many so-called eastern religions or philosophies include
reflects on their occupations, though it might be different from our ides of
occupational balance
23:04 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Goals for better balance might assume people control the determinants of their
health, instead people may focus might be on coping and protest.
23:05 to: Merrolee Penman

Maori are working to hold to the land.
23:23 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Key to First Australian health too
23:49 to: Merrolee Penman

Agree Clarissa 24:21 to: Ellen Nicholson

Meaningful, purposeful and dignified participation...nice.
24:30 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

I so agree on the "feeling lonely and isolated" piece- especially for some adults on
the autism spectrum who are diagnosed when they are adults
25:03 to: Charles Christiansen 3

I agree too, Bill!
25:03 to: Dan Johnson NZ

i think the key word is belonging in that statement
25:08 to: Merrolee Penman

such a sad story..
25:20 to: Merrolee Penman

I saw that too Dan... f
25:48 to: Linda

good group opps in certain areas for adult ASD +ve peer support within UK
26:03 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

in the US, that can be pretty spotty
26:08 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

especially if they live in rural areas
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26:20 to: Linda

same same :)
26:24 to: Dan Johnson NZ

can be a 'postcode' lottery in the uk, and most places
26:34 to: Linda

(y) @ Dan
26:37 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

I personally am lucky... I am a student in USC... so I get OT in form of OT faculty
practice from the school
26:41 to: Merrolee Penman

so what do you see in NZ DAn?
27:09 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

some adults with ASD asked me... "What the heck do you have?" When they
learned it, they were like, "Geez... you are so lucky. I wish there are services like
that near where I live."
27:10 to: Ailsa

Welcome Michelle
27:21 to: Emma Welsby

Hi Mich.. it's Emma, glad to see you here xx
27:31 to: Dan Johnson NZ

in NZ i think it's far more directly linked to population size (from my brief time here)...
and associated localised services...
27:42 to: Dan Johnson NZ

or lack thereof
27:59 to: Ros

I'd agree with Dan from my limited experience in NZ
28:04 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

of course... I also do see some adults with ASD (even those with AS) are living by
SSDI- which is short for social security for disabled individuals (if I am correct)
28:15 to: Clarissa (Australia)

In Taswegia, some ladies of a similar cohort started a knitting club with social worker
in community health centre so there's a space outside the house to "belong"
28:27 to: Michelle Perryman

i couldnt make it earlier emma was to exhausted looking forward to catching up with
the rest! hope u are enjoying it emma x
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28:33 to: Clarissa (Australia)

They knit beanies for the asylum seekers in the detention centre
28:39 to: Linda

very common in Uk Bill - living off DLA - Disability Living Allowance
28:43 to: Dan Johnson NZ

love that 'big society' approach.. thats people taking responsibility for other people...
28:47 to: Emma Welsby

Yip, great so far.. xx
28:54 to: Dan Johnson NZ

reardles of 'labels'
29:02 to: Dan Johnson NZ

regardles....
29:07 to: Merrolee Penman

there's your connectnedness Dan..
29:21 to: Linda

"big society" = Big B/S?!?!
29:48 to: Merrolee Penman

recognition leads to connection..
29:53 to: Dan Johnson NZ

is it an internalised sense of desire to help, or simple recognition of a communist
concept....?
30:13 to: Ailsa

Hi beckz123 welcome to this presentation :)
30:34 to: Ailsa

Welcome Ot student from Germany Wilkommen!
30:50 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

we talked about this in a previous OTalk, I believe, right, Clarissa?
31:00 to: Dan Johnson NZ

or do westernised democratic governments take a more of a utilitarianism approach
9greatest good for greatest number) = re-election???
31:18 to: OT student from Germany

Thanks for the welcome Ailsa! :)
31:26 to: Linda

;) sounds right dan
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31:28 to: Ailsa

Bitte sehr!
31:30 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

Sorry Bill, I've just come back. Was that comment directed at me or OOFRAS
Clarissa?
31:38 to: OT student from Germany

*lach*
31:40 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

woooo
31:55 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

bravo!
32:01 to: Brock Cook

aww thanks Rob
32:03 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Big round of applause Rob!!!!!
32:07 to: Ellen Nicholson

Wow...amazing stuff!
32:08 to: Linda

Cheers Rob
32:12 to: Robert Pereira

Sorry, way too quick!
32:15 to: Charles Christiansen 3

fantastic!3 thumbs up!!!
32:19 to: Michelle Perryman

THANKS ROB!
32:22 to: Dan Johnson NZ

great stuff rob.. would liek to chat further at soem point!
32:27 to: hayley

Cheers. :)
32:28 to: Robert Pereira

Wow, thanks Charles. I haven't seen the chat!
32:30 to: Anne-Le

Very nice!
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32:33 to: Emma Welsby

Great presentation, very interesting!!
32:34 to: Dan Johnson NZ

and learn to type!
32:34 to: Matthew Molineux 1

great Rob
32:42 to: Ailsa

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-9

next presentation for you all to consider

32:56 to: Brock Cook

bit early Alisa
32:59 to: Robert Pereira

Very meaty!
33:06 to: Charles Christiansen 3

Nicely done and terrific questions re cultural differences!
33:24 to: Brock Cook

i think there were some great questions posted in the chat?
33:26 to: Anne-Le

Have to go to work now. Give Rob my applause
33:33 to: Robert Pereira

Thanks Anne-Le
33:44 to: Anita Hamilton

Thanks Rob
33:49 to: Anita Hamilton

By e Anne-Le
34:07 to: CatPet

Interesting presentation/
34:17 to: Robert Pereira

Or any questions about my research into social inclusion, and possibilities for
occupation?
34:18 to: Ellen Nicholson

Just a comment - great to be part of the 'critical occupational science' discourse &
exploring the complex relationship between policy and occupation... well done! :)
34:24 to: Brock Cook
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is it an internalised sense of desire to help, or simple recognition of a communist
concept....? or do westernised democratic governments take a more of a
utilitarianism approach 9greatest good for gr
34:24 to: Brock Cook

eatest number) = re-election???
34:27 to: Brock Cook

thats from Dan
34:34 to: Ellen Nicholson

Lost my mic. :(
34:44 to: Clarissa (Australia)

@Rob, thanks for taking it and applying it to tricky situations in society. . .what do
you think about the fact that people internalise disadvantage? Can therapists
exapand their understanding of doin
34:44 to: Clarissa (Australia)

g in context?
34:48 to: Ailsa

hi Jo we are just taking questions now
35:07 to: Charles Christiansen 3

Hello. I do not have mike access- but am quite taken with the points about context
and the importance of certain societal conditions! i wonder if Rob has ideas about
specific policy recommendations th
35:07 to: Charles Christiansen 3

at might help disadvantaged populations besides more resources?
35:13 to: Jo Lawrence

Hi, thanks for welcome.
35:25 to: Ailsa

:)
35:27 to: Carol Ross Cumbria UK

Ellen if you have web cam could use that instead of mike?
35:39 to: Brock Cook

Merrolee: back to notion of balance for cultures... is there a notion of balance in
occupations - or balance with the land?
35:42 to: Ros

Thanks very much, got to go and skype before the next presentation :)
36:33 to: Ellen Nicholson
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I don't really have anything to add! :)
36:49 to: Linda

Great comment on basic life values
37:04 to: Brock Cook

Charles Christiansen 3:
Hello. I do not have mike access- but am quite taken with the points about context
and the importance of certain societal conditions! i wonder if Rob has ideas about
specific
37:04 to: Brock Cook

policy recommendations that might help disadvantaged populations besides more
resources?
37:06 to: Dan Johnson NZ

thanks, great response... i like those thoughts... and concur regarding perspective of
power...
37:06 to: Anita Hamilton

Rob, what you think we should be teaching OT students before they graduate about
the impact of poilicy on entrenched disadvantage. How much information should
we include and how can we best teach thi
37:06 to: Anita Hamilton

s?
37:20 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

great question Anita!
37:21 to: Ellen Nicholson

Great comment, Rob.
37:45 to: Ellen Nicholson

Great question Anita!
37:50 to: Brock Cook

tough Q.
37:59 to: Dan Johnson NZ

anita, may i reccommend paying for me to come discuss my thoughts on that subject
for your OT students? hmm... ;)
38:10 to: Merrolee Penman

lol lol!
38:13 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

lol!
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38:18 to: Anita Hamilton

I like that idea Dan!
38:37 to: Dan Johnson NZ

i was in brisbane last week! darn...
38:54 to: Ailsa

Hello Davin and welcome we are taking questions now
40:00 to: Linda

in showing use of policy within wider participation, how would you measure
outcome?
40:25 to: Brock Cook

Its a horrible form :S
40:28 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Where the resources are located along the spectrum of promotion- prevention- early
intervention etc matters. Budget squeeze = cut everything other than tertiary
measures :(
40:43 to: Ailsa

hello Ahmed. Welcome!We are just taking questions now from the listeners to Rob
40:46 to: Brock Cook

ive filled out tonnes of them...takes forever with someone who understands it...even
longer when barriers put up
40:51 to: Linda

tertiary measures?
40:54 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

yeah... budget cuts everywhere all over the world. :(
41:19 to: Dan Johnson NZ

is it simply down to the morality and personal ethics of the people making the
decisions? ad how do we address this? just a thought...
41:25 to: Charles Christiansen 3

I noticed that the Australian government has taken particular steps with the
Aborigines to encourage and protect their arts-especially as regards the sale of their
artifacts to tourists, etc. , I thin
41:25 to: Charles Christiansen 3

k that is a terrific example of what you mean by encouraging participation-in this
case in a manner that fosters respect as well as work and financial benefit.
42:02 to: Clarissa (Australia)
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Tertiary services like hospitals - the most complex, expensive, individualistic,
de-contextualised input to attempt a health outcome
42:25 to: Linda

(Y) @clarrisa
42:48 to: Michelle Perryman

it drives practice!
42:52 to: Dan Johnson NZ

here here!
43:13 to: Charles Christiansen 3

Love the idea of a moral imperative tied to participation!
43:16 to: beckz123 1

It's sad that these inequalities apply to so many things. For example we have a
health trainer service in the area I work in (UK) but people can only self refer over
the internet. Most of my MH servic
43:16 to: beckz123 1

e users don't have access to this.
43:27 to: Dan Johnson NZ

you should be a politician, rob!
43:39 to: Dan Johnson NZ

you have my vote!
43:43 to: Robert Pereira

Trying to avoid it Dan. Don't know for how much longer ;)
43:45 to: Clarissa (Australia)

@Dan, when your decisions are between crap, crappier, and crappiest it changes
things a bit. . .
44:09 to: Dan Johnson NZ

fair point clarissa!
44:39 to: Dan Johnson NZ

is some choice better than no choice?
44:57 to: Michelle Perryman

i found the ideologies of the setting placed may restict or promote occupational
parcipations. Also the impact of others prospectives.. Managers etc.. Shifting the
power ballard... Hear Hear!!!
45:05 to: Pauline USA

Yes, Merrolee, Good point about cost of education on selection for career.
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45:34 to: Anita Hamilton

Charles Christiansen 3
5:43 PM
I noticed that the Australian government has taken particular steps with the
Aborigines to encourage and protect their arts-especially as regards the sale of their
artif
45:34 to: Anita Hamilton

acts to tourists, etc. , I think that is a terrific example of what you mean by
encouraging participation-in this case in a manner that fosters respect as well as
work and financial benefit.
45:37 to: Ailsa

Hi Ines. we are just finsihing off with questiosn for Rob now
45:49 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Thanks Rob! Voice is so powerful!
47:30 to: Ines Schöfs

Thanks Alisa for the information!
47:38 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

I agree with what Rob said... I have adults with ASD said the same thing about my
needs assessment process for my OTD project.
47:42 to: Ailsa

:)
47:46 to: Dan Johnson NZ

cheers rob! Fantastic!
47:55 to: Linda

thanks Rob - so much pressure for quantitative we forget the qualitative!
48:06 to: Charles Christiansen 3

@Clarissa-hope you are doing well!! It was great seeing you in Cairns!
48:17 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

Voice is a powerful thing- have done that in the last 12 months or so! Using my OT
knowledge and my experience as a service user
49:37 to: OT student from Germany

Thanks Rob and Ailsa! I have got to go to the next presentation...
49:39 to: Clarissa (Australia)

@Charles, Thanks so much, wasn't it fun! Hope Oz treated you kindly!!!
50:22 to: Dan Johnson NZ
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i could talk all day about it!
50:24 to: Charles Christiansen 3

@Clarissa-could not have been better!! I love Oz!
51:18 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Interestingly, people with diverse backgrounds had their own "different" / ethnic
policy. . .now it's mainstreamed into inclusion for our diverse community
51:30 to: Ailsa

next presentation http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-9
51:33 to: Ellen Nicholson

Thanks Rob - well done!
51:38 to: Dan Johnson NZ

world view.... so important!
51:52 to: Dan Johnson NZ

cheers merrolee and anita!
51:53 to: Robert Pereira

Thank you so much!!! So great that you could all participate!
51:59 to: Univeristy of the Sunshine Coast

Thanks Brock!
52:05 to: Robert Pereira

Thanks Charles for attending!!!
52:05 to: Charles Christiansen 3

Thanks Rob and OT4OT organisers and moderators!!
52:10 to: Clarissa (Australia)

@Charles - now just to find a good excuse to bring MrsC back to Oz!!!
52:39 to: Charles Christiansen 3

@Rob-my pleasure Rob!! So impressed with your work!! Keep it up!
52:47 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Congrats Rob for such a juicy and thought provoking presie!!! Bravo!
52:50 to: beckz123 1

Thank you Rob and the team. Looking forward to catching up on the others once
they are available for listen again.
53:05 to: Robert Pereira

Thanks Merrolee!
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53:14 to: Bill Wong @BillWongOT

thank you Merrolee!
53:19 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

Thank you for a great presentation Rob! Sorry got called away part-way through so
looking forward to catching up with the recording! :)
53:22 to: Helen OTUK

Thanks Merrolee!
54:04 to: Merrolee Penman

Anita.. forgot to let Rob have the last world!!!
54:07 to: Charles Christiansen 3

Off to bed now, it is 3am here! Thanks all!
54:12 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Natasha, my guinea pig is lazing on a bed of grass on my coffee table. Ahhhh
balance. . . . . .
54:13 to: Ellen Nicholson

And me!?
54:14 to: Ellen Nicholson

:)
54:16 to: petraschwab

Thank you Rob - great presentation
54:21 to: Robert Pereira

Thank you everyone!
54:23 to: Merrolee Penman

Ellen... OMG!!!
54:24 to: Clarissa (Australia)

Holy moly 3am!!! What a trooper!!!!
54:32 to: Robert Pereira

THanks Anita!
54:45 to: Ellen Nicholson

Go Brock!
54:46 to: Robert Pereira

Trooper Charles! Thanks Brock!!!
54:47 to: Brock Cook

Hi all
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54:50 to: Brock Cook

thanks Anita
54:56 to: Ellen Nicholson

:)
55:05 to: Michelle Perryman

awesome!
55:18 to: Robert Pereira

Go Ellen!
55:38 to: Ellen Nicholson

No worries... :)
56:09 to: Lisa B

Thanks everyone
56:23 to: Helen OTUK

Thanks Robert
56:35 to: Robert Pereira

See you everyone!
56:41 to: Helen OTUK

Thanks Anita and Merrolee!
56:51 to: Carol Ross Cumbria UK

Thanks everyone!
56:52 to: Brock Cook

Champion Rob!
57:10 to: Merrolee Penman

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-9
57:14 to: Brock Cook

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-9
57:36 to: Anita Hamilton

Great. Next presenter is Gillian Crossley

